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TORONTO 

CHARCOAL AND PEARLS 

Regan Morris and Nadine Norman,Life buoy, Mercer Union, Project Room, Toronto. April 20 - May 20,1995 

We buoy, installation view: Regan Morris, P a y & Peads,) 995 
Nadine Norman, M d e d , 1995. 

R
egan Morris' and Nadine Norman's exhibition, 
Life buoy, is a collection of thematically-related, 
object works. It is billed as a collaboration. 
Framed as such, the assumed coherence of artistic 
intent which permits critics to assert our normal 

erudite interpretive practice is delicately destabilized. 
This is particularly manifest in the case of Norman and 
Morris' work, due to the nature of their collaboration 
and the work they ended up producing. 

Life buoy was one in a series of six exhibitions 
initiated by curatorial team Max Streicher and Jennifer 
McMackon. The curators' series White Lily presents 
invited artists like Norman to select a collaborator with 
whom to create a new exhibition for Mercer Union's 
Project Room. She picked Morris for affinities and, one 
assumes, out of esteem. 

It was a particularly loose collaboration. They met 
to see and discuss the space in Morris' home, Toronto. 
Norman returned to Montreal. They corresponded and 
came up with the notion of "shower". It accommodated 
their mutual interests, as well as their different identities. 
Norman could refer to her Judaic ancestry with a variety 
of bars of soap cast in ash; Morris could consider gay 
issues with a wall of clear-plastic, tear-drop-shaped 

Plexiglass shower taps with paint, paraffin and pubic hairs; (left). 
Ash on chrome soap dishes; (right). 

shower taps painted blood red in their centres. The 
artists developed these and other pieces quite 
independently, then put them together when they met 
again in the gallery. 

Their geographic separation and their personal 
differences can be sensed and are confirmed when one 
realizes that each piece was authored by only one of the 
duo (with one exception). 

The lack of rigour in their collective authoring 
process, purely in an academic sense not artistically, 
can also be sensed. Nevertheless, this is a collaboration, 
a symbolic umbrella which is not easy to dismiss. The 
union of Norman's and Morris' works for this collabo
ration exudes an energy of lightness which affects our 
reading of the individual pieces. 

It is not that numerous possibilities for reflection are 
not offered. Morris' grid of taps, the ones which are pulled 
for "on" and rotated for "H/C", suggesting a huge rectangle 
covering one wall could, with a little imagination, evoke the 
culturally-charged gay steam bath with all its associations 
of sex, A.I.D.S. and, by extrapolation, death. This is, after 
all, the predominant discourse which surrounds the artist's 
large cracking-textured paintings/transfers often 
depicting fragments of decorative elements. 
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Regan Morris, Ruby S. Peads, 1995. (Detail). 

Norman's series of seven chromed-metal soap dishes, 
evenly spaced along two adjoining walls, at soap dish level, 
each withadifferentbarof soap(/vory, Dove, La Rose) cast 

in fire-place ash recall the artist's previous installations 
which also used ash and inspired readings connected to 
the notions of fixation, temporality and memory. 
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Available tangents can take one into an expose of 
the accumulated knowledge (savoir) on death, hygiene, 
medicine and a variety of other current metaphors. But 
where the show gives with one hand it takes with the 
other. Like the trickster, Life buoy seems to invite 
available erudite interpretations but scorn as being too 
serious anyone who takes them on too readily. 

There is a playfulness in Norman and Morris' 
collaboration. This is particularly evident in the four 
supplementary works which occupy the entrance space 
outside the main Project gallery. Norman's old mirror, 
silver backing deteriorating, is smeared with soap. It is 
there held unceremoniously with mirror clips at eye 
level, but it does not reflect back our image. Morris' Six 
Pack is a package of toilet paper, six rolls which greets 
us horizontally on a pedestal as we enter the gallery. 
The artist has filled the two central negative spaces 
where the rolls meet with red wax. The resulting diamond 
shapes with their concave edges mimic Mercer Union's 
corporate logo. Hanging in front of the office is a series 
of six lab coats altered by both artists who sewed each 
with buttons in the shape of bananas, smiley faces, huge 
rhinestones, anchors and other funky forms. Finally, 
there is a cast-metal floor-drain cover inconspicuously 
screwed to the hardwood floor. Florescent orange paint 
glows through the openings. 

These works force us into a curious interpretive 
space. They are obviously irreverent. But, as their 
playfulness keeps us from being too serious, their 
semiotic fooling around is tempered by an overriding 
order. Each work compliantly occupies its allotted 
space on the wall. Even the irreverence itself is handled 
systematically; each work in some way confounding 
the social meaning of the readymade object: a mirror 
that doesn't reflect, ass-wipe forms corporate design, 
clothing signifying authority is given a fashion 
statement. 

The show as an ensemble is dominated by a ba
lance, a dialogue between testing-the-waters and a 
surprising dependence on forms of security. Formally, 
the semiotically-rich, quirky obsessi veness of Norman's 
various ash soaps is down played by their careful 
display on the manufactured soap holders, perfectly 
spaced, perfectly aligned. And, the dazzling beauty of 
the jewel-like faucets spilling over the wall is restrained 
by the geometric form of their display. These minimalist 
devices, "clean", proven, professional, provide 
authority, perhaps to counteract the sense of doubt 
associated with the potential chaos and failures that 

loom over a first-time collaboration, especially a long 
distance one. 

But there were chances taken. Morris, for example, 
took this rare opportunity to depart from his very 
coherent painting project. He tried out sculptural as
semblage. The red painted in the tear drops taps, clearly 
revealing brush strokes also marks a radical departure. 
Such expressive marks are antithetical to Morris' usual 
conceptually-rigorous, anti-painting, mechanical 
picture-making methods. 

In Morris' main work, Rubys and Pearls, there is 
another element as yet unmentioned. This is another 
series of acrylic tear-drop taps. They are spaced 
randomly in among the red points of the grid. They are 
white, filled with paraffin. If one looks closely they will 
realize that each tap holds a pubic hair, emerging then 
obscured as their red, brown, blond or black curls flow 
in and out of the translucent material, behind the plastic 
cover. What to make of this decidedly "real" inclu
sion ? 

The tricksters take us in circles. One response 
might be "Fuck, I want to wash myself in that ash and 
end up dirtier than when I started." Another 
possibility : "If only all pubes could be so...beautiful in 
their alienation." Norman and Morris' collaboration 
admirably laughs its way out from behind the detached 
false security of available discourse. Its well considered 
ideas, almost drown out by the intense lighting of the 
gallery space, inch us towards a sense of melancholy. 
The artistry is that one can't help but be reminded that 
the body, consciousness, meaning, expression are 
constrained and fragmented as much by art and its 
mechanisms as by those of the manufactured world 
created by capitalism. Lighten up, this is serious. 

DONALD GOODES 
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